Selections: August 2020

**A Good Marriage** by Kimberly McCreight

Fun mystery, but the end left me with questions.

**Party of Two** by Jasmine Guillory

Love Jasmine Guillory’s stories—her meet-cutes are always fun and original!

**The Beauty in Breaking** by Michele Harper

Stunning memoir of a Black emergency room female physician. Loved it!

**The Book of Lost Friends** by Lisa Wingate

Beautiful historical fiction revolving around a little known fact that happened after the abolishment of slavery. Loved reading the lost letters. Great book for discussion.

**We Came here to Shine** by Susie Orman Schnall

Wow! The World’s Fair, Hollywood and swimming wrapped up in a delightful story. Enjoyed it immensely!

**Have You Seen Luis Velez?** by Catherine Ryan Hyde

A feel-good novel—just the sort of thing to remind you how good the world can be!